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Local politician Brenda Keane walks in on socialite Susan Sloan holding up a liquor store, shoots and kills
her. Why would a billionaire’s wife be caught dead committing an armed robbery? But if it wasn’t a
righteous stickup, then who set up Susan’s death, and why? Is her Rupert Murdochesque hubby Victor Sloan
the real culprit? Prosecutor Robert Cow taps his chief assistant Tad Jobe, a family man who teaches Sunday
school, to investigate. Tad’s already a busy boy: Cow is on his back to bring in a murder conviction on the
Krystal Noah case. Krystal is charged with murdering her redneck crank-dealing ex-lover Lack Scopes. Did
Lack Scopes kill Krystal’s father, ice merchant Arkansas “Ark” Noah, who’s missing and presumed dead?
Did Krystal kill Lack out of revenge for her father’s death? Motive, opportunity and blood DNA all seem to
be stacking up against Krystal. California celebrity lawyer Ara “Handsome Jake” Hagopian takes Krystal’s
case and gets her sprung on bond. A conviction would be just the thing to catapult Tad and his evangelical
Christian socially ambitious wife Karryn to membership in The Justice Society, a mysterious kingmaker club
that only the rich, influential, or politically connected are invited to join. There’s only one problem: Tad is
tortured by doubts that Krystal actually killed Scopes. Tad and Karryn are invited to new members’ night at
The Justice Society. BOMBSHELL TONIGHT! A compromising picture of Tad and Krystal surfaces in the
hands of Fancy Chase, cable media maven with a lust for ratings. Suddenly Tad is dogpiled by TV reporters
shouting questions. But can Tad's legal career survive the answers?
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From reader reviews:

Justin Price:

This book untitled Hard Break to be one of several books that will best seller in this year, honestly, that is
because when you read this reserve you can get a lot of benefit into it. You will easily to buy this particular
book in the book shop or you can order it by using online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you more readily to read this book, as you can read this book in your Smart phone. So there is no
reason to you to past this e-book from your list.

Justin Fernandez:

Would you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store?
Try and pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't assess book by its handle may doesn't
work at this point is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in
the outside appearance likes. Maybe you answer is usually Hard Break why because the great cover that
make you consider with regards to the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is actually
fantastic as the outside as well as cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly make suggestions to pick up
this book.

Isabel McNeal:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book as
compared to can satisfy your limited time to read it because all of this time you only find publication that
need more time to be examine. Hard Break can be your answer as it can be read by you actually who have
those short time problems.

Tracy Zapata:

Some people said that they feel bored stiff when they reading a book. They are directly felt this when they
get a half areas of the book. You can choose the particular book Hard Break to make your own reading is
interesting. Your own skill of reading proficiency is developing when you just like reading. Try to choose
basic book to make you enjoy to read it and mingle the feeling about book and studying especially. It is to be
first opinion for you to like to open up a book and go through it. Beside that the publication Hard Break can
to be your new friend when you're sense alone and confuse in doing what must you're doing of these time.
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